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Shortly after the signing of the Oslo accords was announced, President Hafiz al-Asad advised Palestine Liberation Organization Chairman Yasir Arafat to take more care of his personal safety. Asad immediately added that he did not wish to insinuate that Arafat might be assassinated, and he added that he himself was against political assassinations. But he said Arafat must know that a leader who is not attentive to the feelings of his people might find himself in conflict with them and may even be murdered by his would-be supporters.(1)

It is true that many in Israel and in the West at large believe that Asad should have taken the path of such courageous and prophetic leaders as Yitzhak Rabin and Anwar Sadat, who opened new horizons to their peoples. Asad's point of view is obviously different, though, and in contrast to those leaders, Asad appears to be hesitant, cautious, and even conservative. Yet, whereas both Rabin and Sadat paid for their courage with their lives, Asad has survived. He is not a trailblazer, but he is hardly a blind follower, either. He is attentive to the consensus--both within Syria and in the Arab world at large--and he tries as best he can to operate according to it. This reflects the fact that Asad's is a representative regime that reflects the social and political forces in Syria and thus also the balance of power among them. His decision-making process, therefore, is the result of a dialogue that he takes care to maintain with the public in his country or, at the very least, the result of attention and attentiveness to the Syrian consensus. This is why the ideological, political, and social envelope within which Asad operates and in the context of which he makes his decisions is, in the end, of importance.

TWO VIEWS OF ASAD AS DECISIONMAKER

Asad's decision, in summer 1991, to join the Middle East peace process was probably a difficult one for him to take. It marked the first departure from Syria's traditional stance on the conflict with Israel. It set the country on the course of direct negotiations under U.S. sponsorship and carried it forward a long way toward achieving peace--even though the final goal was not reached and may currently prove more elusive than before.

This decision as well as the one a year earlier to join the Gulf War coalition, was perceived by the government in Damascus as the inevitable consequence of changing regional and international circumstances--even, one might venture to say, of an existential distress triggered by the collapse of the Soviet Union a short while before. Both decisions came in response to the need for a dialogue with the United States--a dialogue that, in the eyes of Syrian leaders, had now become imperative because of a perceived U.S. threat to the stability of their regime. To these anxieties must be added the positive prospect of recovering the Golan Heights and of
underpinning Syrian hegemony in Lebanon. (2)

And yet, despite such obvious Syrian interests, Damascus had joined the peace process only in response to massive U.S. pressure exerted by James Baker, President George Bush's secretary of state. In his memoirs, Baker describes in detail the wearisome negotiations he conducted with Asad, thereby providing some insight (even if from a U.S. angle) into the conduct of such vital talks, the considerations at work in Damascus, and the way decisions are finally made.

Baker's memoirs attest to the great weight Asad attached to public opinion in Syria and elsewhere in the Arab world. According to Baker, Asad repeatedly stressed the need for decisions to be understood properly and supported fully by the public at large. Asad once remarked, "If you were in my place...you wouldn't be more flexible than I am now." To underscore his demand for U.S. backing for the return of the Golan Heights, Asad said: "The land is important....It connotes dignity and honor. A man is not chosen to go to paradise unless he can do so in a dignified way. We don't want anyone to say we have given up what we have been talking about for twenty years. (3)

At another point, Asad was more peremptory. Referring to a U.S. proposal regarding the United Nations (UN) role in the future peace conference, he reportedly told Baker: "We will lose Arab domestic public opinion....They will know what is going on. This would not only be adventurism, it would be a form of suicide. It is one thing to adopt a suicidal policy if it brings benefits to the people, but it is truly foolhardy if there is no positive result." (4)

Baker tended both to discount the importance to Asad of domestic political constraints and to think of their mention as a mere negotiating tactic. Underlying his judgment was the sense that Asad exercised sole power to the extent of being able to set policies entirely by his own decision. A passage in his memoirs, relating how Baker pressed Asad to waive UN sponsorship of the peace negotiations, illustrates Baker's thinking. Baker recalls that Asad replied: "I can't give you an answer without consulting with the institutions of the party and the Progressive National Front [for which, see below]....We will do what we can." Baker further recalls: "It was, I knew, the ultimate brush-off; there was no one in the Syrian Arab Republic with whom Asad needed to consult, except himself. 'Okay let's leave it,' I abruptly concluded, slamming my portfolio shut to make sure Asad absorbed my irritation." (5)

Some twenty years earlier, the then-secretary of state, Henry Kissinger, had conducted a long and exhausting series of negotiations with Asad in the aftermath of the 1973 War, with the aim of arriving at a disengagement agreement on the Golan Heights. Like many other U.S. diplomats and officials, he found Asad to be a skillful and sophisticated negotiator. His memoirs reveal that he, too, noted Asad's concern-and that of his close associates-with ensuring the support of Arab public opinion at every turn. He quotes Asad as saying:

The Syrian difficulty is that people here who have been nurtured for twenty-six years on hatred [of Israel], can't be swayed overnight by our changing our courses. We would never take one step except in the interests of our own people. We are all human-we all have our impulsive reaction to things. But in leadership, we have to restrain ourselves and analyze and take steps in our own interest. A just peace is in the interest of our people.

To which Kissinger replied:"And of Israel and of all people in this area. (6)"

At another point, Kissinger describes Hikmat Shihabi, the Syrian chief of staff and a close collaborator of Asad: "He said that he was an old friend of Asad's. He could
assure me that Asad and his closest associates wanted an agreement but it had to be one they could defend domestically against bitter radical opposition."(7)

Unlike Baker, Kissinger tended to acknowledge that concern for the public mood was a genuine consideration in shaping Syrian decisions. He recognized an authentic need on the part of Asad to satisfy Syrian public opinion, secure its support, and convince it of the correctness of his chosen path. He sensed in Asad a genuine commitment to his overall world view and believed that his concern for broad public support stemmed from his personal character and the character of the regime he headed. In his memoirs, Kissinger points to Asad's habit of convening very lengthy meetings with his principal associates; he does not regard that practice as a means to exhaust his interlocutor, but as a genuine concern for domestic reactions. In his own words:

By then, Asad and I were acting as if in rehearsal for a play. Time-consuming, nerve-wracking, and bizarre as the procedure was, it had the great advantage from Asad's point of view that he never had to argue for a concession himself, at least in the first instance. That onus was on me. His colleagues were part of the negotiations; they had a chance to object; they almost never did so. Whatever argument persuaded Asad would also have persuaded his colleagues. It was effective domestic politics at the expense of many sleepless nights for me. (8)

Kissinger describes the crucial moments of the negotiations as follows: There being no further point in abstract explorations, I put forward the "United States proposal." Asad stopped me at this point and called in his Defense Minister and his Chief of Staff. Clearly, he did not wish to take sole responsibility for major steps. And he wanted to be sure that his colleagues (and potential rivals) could not claim later that he had been taken in. To this end, it was not enough for him to repeat what I had said; they had to be persuaded by the same arguments. It proved, at any rate, that matters were reaching a point of decision.(9)

This was the background against which Kissinger arrived at the following sweeping judgment - so utterly contradictory to Baker's:

From the beginning, it was clear that he [Asad] did not possess the personal authority exercised by Sadat. I do not recall that Sadat ever mentioned domestic obstacles to his policies. Even if they existed, he absorbed them in his own position, he acted in his own name, which is another way of saying that he assumed the responsibility for Egypt. (And in the end paid for this bravura with his life.) Asad at no point claimed this authority.(10)

The contradiction in Kissinger's and Baker's assessments might be reconciled by recalling that the former met Asad at barely three years after the Syrian president's rise to power. Asad, then still at beginning of his presidential career, was inexperienced and somewhat insecure in the conduct of foreign policy. His main preoccupation was still the full consolidation of his own position in Syria.

By the time Asad met Baker, however, the Syrian president had come a long way. He accumulated a great deal of personal and political experience; had created a position of power for himself unprecedented in modern Syria; and had made his country stable and strong enough in regional, Arab, and international affairs to be considered a regional power. To bring this out, it is enough to note the titles of two books by Patrick Seale, a British journalist and confidant of Asad's whose writings provide a kind of running commentary on Asad's career: A book by Seale about pre-Asad Syria, first published in 1965, is called The Struggle for Syria, and a biography of Asad, published in 1988 entitled Asad of
Syria-The Struggle for the Middle East." (11)

But for all Asad's achievements in the intervening years, Kissinger's view is worth serious consideration even today; it points to an important, even vital, side of Asad's political personality later commentators and researchers tend to ignore. It should be stressed that Kissinger's observation is not at all tantamount to saying that Asad is a weak leader. On the contrary, one might well regard Asad's quest for public support and the degree to which he has gained it as a source of strength marking him out from other Arab leaders. It is not, as Clinton seems to have thought, a matter of a higher IQ; rather, it is heightened and informed awareness of the political limitations and weaknesses of his own power, of regime, and of Syria as a state. True, this awareness has rendered Asad cautious, even hesitant, but it also provided the basis on which his accomplishments rest. This is true first and foremost of the achievement of domestic political stability, and thus of Asad's own political survival.

THREE ORBITS: 'ALAWI, SYRIAN, ARAB

Asad's assumption of power, on November 16, 1970, was a watershed in Syrian history. Until then modern Syria had been described--and rightly so--in terms of internal strife, of an often frantic search for a proper political road to travel, and of casting about for a sense of national identity. The Struggle for Syria, as Seale called it, ended with Asad's takeover. (12) His political flair, aided by changes then taking place inside and outside Syria, enabled him to set up a strong and centralized state.

But some reservations are in order. Although not detracting from Asad's achievements, the following points allow a more realistic view of his regime and a better understanding of the context in which operates.

The first point that must be made is that, despite the continuity of the regime, which gives it perceived appearances of stability, Asad's rule has been a long fight for survival against domestic an foreign challenges. Often enough, these challenges--such as the Islamic uprising (1976-82) and the struggle for power between Asad and his brother Rif'at (1983-84)--threatened the regime's equilibrium or even its very existence. True, Asad emerged victorious in these and other cases, but uncertainties persist, more conspicuously with regard to the regime's future after Asad. The issue of succession has become more prominent during the last few years and its lack of solution has a dislocating effect in which the uncertainties of the future seem to be projecting themselves backward into the present.” (13)

A second point is that Asad alone cannot claim responsibility for the measure of stability now prevalent in the country. He was greatly aided by circumstances: the many years of ruthless power struggles over ideological, political, communal, social and economic issues that preceded his takeover had exhausted those elements involved. The principal rivals had neutralized or liquidated each other, leaving the stage almost empty for a relatively new actor to play the protagonist.

By the time Asad came to power, the old Sunni urban elite that had run the country for centuries had virtually lost its power. Ideological parties, like the Syrian National Party (PPS) or the Communists, had been suppressed in the 1950s and 1960s. The founding fathers of the Ba'th party (notably Michel 'Aflaq and Salah al-Din al-Baytar) had been removed from the scene. The corps of senior Sunni army officers had dissipated its strength in prolonged power struggles for the control of the armed forces and thus of the government. More than that:
The leaders of the neo-Ba'th group that had seized power in February 1966--many of them from the Druze or Isma'ili minorities--had been neutralized. Only the Ba'th radicals--Salah Jadid and his political allies still constituted an obstacle barring Asad's way to the top. But Jadid cut away the ground from under his own feet, in Syria as well as in the Arab world, by his intransigent--not to say adventurist--approach to governance. All Asad, himself a member of Jadid's ruling group, had to do was to administer the last push to bring him down. The moment was ripe for a new leaders man who would confer on his regime the prestige of firm, centralized, and stable rule and the appearance of no longer facing any substantial domestic challenge. Asad proved himself an extremely skillful and sophisticated leader who turned every circumstance to his own best advantage.

Asad's regime is often described as brutally dictatorial, representing only the interests of a small sector of the population: the 'Alawi community to which he himself belongs. To safeguard its rule such accounts add, the regime relies on those units in the armed forces officered and staffed largely by 'Alawis.(15) Yet realities are more complex than that. The regime moves in and is sustained by three orbits: the 'Alawi, the Syrian, and the Arab (to borrow from Nasser's well-known dictum of Egypt moving in the Arab, Islamic, and African orbits).

Asad is an 'Alawi by virtue of his background and the formative influences on his mind, a Syrian by his bearing and appearance, and an Arab from inner conviction. 'Alawis provide the inner core of the regime; Syrians from other communities envelope and surround it; and Arab sentiment and identity give it its soul, purpose, and legitimacy.

To take the 'Alawi orbit first: True, Asad's regime is basically a form of one-man rule, with himself at the center. But it has a familial, even tribal, side to it. This, for instance, explains the president's attempt to groom his son Bashar to succeed him. It is seen clearly in the filling of numerous influential positions with Asad's kinfolk or by people from his tribe, the Kalbiyya. The communal character of the regime is evident in the central role 'Alawis play in it--a role that is out of all proportion to their percentage strength in the population. 'Alawi officeholders provide the ties bonding the various components of the regime.

In a broader context, Asad's rise to power and the structure of his regime illustrate the emergence the 'Alawi community from its former status as a minority held in rather low regard and its assumption of a dominant role in the state. Only half a century earlier, the 'Alawi community was marginal to Syria as whole, in geographical, political, social, and economic terms. The first clearly visible sign of its quiet march forward and upward came at the time of the neo-Ba'th takeover of February 1966. The coup propelled the 'Alawi army officers into dominant power positions, but they still preferred to act behind the scenes. Only Asad's own so-called "corrective revolution" of 1970, which gained him the presidency finally placed the 'Alawis in the limelight. Since then, it would be true to say that Asad has bonded the 'Alawis around him and they, in turn, provide the bonding material for the regime.(16)

This being so, it is understandable why, though Asad's regime was close to the Soviet Union political terms, his own role models were the personal, family-oriented regimes of Nicolae Ceausescu in Romania and of Kim Il Sung in North Korea. No wonder, then, that Ceausescu's downfall in December 1989 was a great personal shock to Asad--and a source of encouragement to his opponents: Graffiti reading "Every Ceausescu's day will come" appeared in
Damascus at the time. (17) Kim Il Sung's death also came as a shock to Asad. In a most unusual gesture, he went himself to the North Korean embassy Damascus to express his condolences, proclaimed several days of national mourning in Syria, and sent a personal message to the North Korean leaders stressing the close ties between the two states and adding that North Korea had been a source of inspiration for himself and his regime. (18)

But 'Alawi communal, tribal, and familial aspects do not reveal the full story of Asad's rise to power. Surrounding the 'Alawi core is a body of other figures who together reflect the broader Syrian realities. This non-'Alawi "envelope" is stronger than is often supposed. It fully reflects the political and social upheavals that came in the wake of the original Ba'th party takeover of 1963. It comprises the same forces that in 1963, caused the collapse of the old ruling elite--those of the Sunni urban notables. True, the 'Alawis occupy a central, even dominant, place in it, but one should point to the following other components:

--Sunnis from the rural areas. Under the rule of the urban notables, this group was denied any kind social mobility and prevented from entering politics. It remained at the bottom of the social scale, much like most of the minority communities. Only in the wake of the 1963 Ba'th party takeover were its members able to launch themselves on the road forward. The second Ba'th coup, of 1966, gave them another boost even though their progress was now conditional on their acceptance of 'Alawi predominance. Presently they began occupying most of the influential positions in the new establishment--at least those openly perceived as such. Behind the scenes, much power remained reserved for 'Alawis. Among the representatives of these Sunnis are 'Abd al-Halim al-Khaddam, vice president for foreign affairs; Mahmud al-Zu'bi, prime minister; Faruq al-Shara, foreign minister; and Mustafa Talas, minister of defense. Two other Sunni leaders are survivors from the urban class: Zuhayr al-Masharqa, the vice president for domestic affairs, and Hikmat Shihabi, the chief of staff.

--Non-'Alawi minorities in Syria: Christians, Druze, and Isma'ilis. These regard 'Alawi dominance as a guarantee for their own status and security which, they fear, would not be safeguarded under a regime dominated by the Sunni majority.

--The Sunni economic elite, especially that of Damascus. Since the early 1990s, this group has gradually become integrated into the establishment. These are the individuals who knew how to turn the recent policies of economic and to some extent-political "openness" to their advantage. So far, their access to, let alone their influence on, the central core of decision makers has been limited indeed; their acceptance as power partners, if it happens at all, will be very slow.(19)

It is this coalition of forces whose representatives now hold the political and economic key positions and form the regime's social upper class. Their rise became possible by means of two conduits not open to them before 1963: the army and the Ba'th party apparatus. The army had, from its inception, attracted men from among the minorities and the socially underprivileged. This was particularly true of 'Alawis and rural Sunnis. Historical circumstances enabled members of these groups to rise to senior positions in the army and then to make their military career a springboard for joining the higher echelons of the regime. The Ba'th party appealed to similarly marginal groups. Initially, the party was a radical grouping that placed itself far from the center of the political gamut. Its social and economic platform, as well as its secular doctrine, suited membership candidates from the minorities and the lower, especially the rural, social
orders. After the first Ba'th takeover, its cadres were able to make their way into the institutions of state. Following the wave of nationalizations carried out by the Ba'th, others were able to occupy intermediate or senior economic positions as well.

Asad's regime, more so than those of his predecessors, thus truly reflects the fabric of Syria as it was created in 1963 (and as it has remained, almost unaltered, since then). This claim is pivotal to the main argument of this paper because it implies that the regime is more representative of the population as a whole, its constituent parts, and their balance of strength than is commonly assumed. This is one key to the support Asad enjoys.

Because of broad popular support, Asad's regime was able to weather the Islamic rising, a rebellion that has been described as a real threat to the very existence of the Ba'th regime. For that reason, Syria's rulers have brutally and relentlessly suppressed it. Yet, support for the Islamic rebels was limited to a number of Sunni towns in northern Syria. The rural Sunni population, the minorities, and even the urban Sunnis of Damascus remained supportive of the regime, or at least firmly refrained from acting against it. In doing so, they contributed a great deal to the government's success in putting down the rising.(20)

Nevertheless, the cohesion of the coalition underpinning the regime rests on two conditions. One is Asad's ability to make the various components of the coalition experience a sense of belonging and partnership in running the state and to satisfy, at least in part, their social and economic needs. The available data attest to a remarkably successful record in both respects.(21) Yet, further social developments already under way, such as rapid urbanization and the growth of urban lower classes, will give rise to new expectations and require different means to satisfy them.

The other condition is sustaining a clear balance of power between the participants in the coalition; in other words, maintaining a clearly marked preponderance of 'Alawis in the army and the security services. Only by doing so can the regime ensure the cooperation of the components of the coalition among each other and of each of them with the 'Alawis.

The real danger to the future of the regime is thus not from factions outside the regime--that is, from opposition groups in Syria or, mostly, abroad--these are weak and marginal. Rather, the potential source of danger lies within the coalition itself: A breakdown of the cohesion of its parts or even the 'Alawi element within it, for instance over the issue of the succession, could well bring down the regime.

The Arab orbit comes to the fore in the ideological aspect of the Ba'th regime--an aspect of undeniable strength, even predominance, in it. The party is genuinely committed to an Arab world view and its doctrine embodies that commitment, "Arabism" is a source of inspiration and of legitimacy at home and abroad. True, a number of researchers hold that Asad is a cynical leader lacking principles and solely concerned with buttressing his power in Syria and, if possible, beyond Syria's borders as well (by means of the notion of Greater Syria). (22)

But the history of Syria under the Ba'th, and 'Asad's personal political record, make it apparent that pan-Arabism rather than pan-Syrianism lies at the core of his and his party's ideological commitment. Ba'thism revolves around the idea of comprehensive Arab unity. As a matter of course, Syria is to play a leading role in its realization. As a preliminary step--a precondition for achieving the broader aim--Damascus is called upon to establish Syrian hegemony over the adjacent Arab areas (the
"near abroad," as it would be called in another context): Lebanon and Jordan, as well as Palestine. (Seale's above-mentioned title Asad of Syria--The Struggle for the Middle East seems to say precisely that.)

Such ideological commitments appear to be altogether authentic; they reflect needs felt broadly among all ranks of the regime as well as personal and political needs of Asad. It should be stressed once again that cadres running the regime (most particularly the 'Alawis) comprise men who were new to power when they achieved it and, initially, lacked experience, political maturity, and self-confidence. Commitment to the Ba'th doctrine of pan-Arabism became their trademark as well as the surest means of winning over minds of other sectors of the population, particularly the urban Sunnis (who had hitherto been the chief guardians of that idea). Ideological commitment became the glue holding the various parts of the coalition together. The tenets of "Arabism" were a platform, indeed more than that: a program for action, capable of rallying a broad consensus around it.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYRIAN REGIME

Syria is run by a dual power system. To the outside, it presents the picture of a normal government: a well-ordered series of institutions of state (mostly created by Asad's regime itself), each having its place in a hierarchy laid down by the constitution (or sometimes by the statutes of the Ba'th party). These institutions include the presidency, the People's Assembly (parliament), and the cabinet. The party has its own institutions and its own hierarchy. In addition, a number of so called "popular organizations" represent distinct sectors of the population: among these are trade unions, professional associations, and the farmers and the students associations.

This formal system of government reflects the numerical strength of the components of the coalition described above. In the eyes of the ruling group, the system's main task is to create a sense of legitimacy and give an appearance of legality to the measures taken by the regime. In addition, it provides ample scope for rewarding supporters by appointing them to government posts. This creates a measure of social and economic mobility and in some cases access to the centers of political power.

Contrasting with this structure, a hidden side of the regime exists: the informal power exercised mainly by the heads of the security services and by senior army officers--in short, the men on whom the regime depends for its stability and its future. These officers have their place--some overtly, most covertly--in the ruling hierarchy. Their positions of power may not be recognized by the constitution, but they are indicative of the political weight and the intrinsic (rather than numerical) strength of the elements of the coalition.

To illustrate: Approximately 60 percent of the cabinet ministers, the members of the People's Assembly, and the deputies to the Party Congress are Sunnis--much like the percentage of Sunnis in the overall population. The informal ruling cadres, by contrast, attest to the real power and predominance of the 'Alawis: Close to 90 percent of the officers commanding the major military formations are 'Alawis, and so are most of the top echelons in the various security services.(23)

The formal government apparatus is arranged along two parallel lines: the administration and the party. The constitution places the party and its institutions above the state administration, Clause VIII laying down that "the Ba'th Party leads society and the state and stands at the head of the National Progressive Front, which acts to unite the forces of the
masses and to mobilize them in the service of goals of the Arab nation.(24) (The National Progressive Front is a formal coalition of the Ba'th with other parties permitted to operate. Together, they make up a large majority in the People's Assembly.)

Party branches and cells are spread throughout Syria, and through them the party line is brought to everyone's notice. Every four years, the branches elect deputies to represent them at the Party Congress. The Congress in turn elects the top party institutions: the ninety-person central committee (al-Lajna al-Markaziyya) and the twenty-one-person Regional Command (al-Qiyada al-Qutriyya). The latter is the party's highest organ and therefore also the country's most senior body. Its role is evident from the constitutional provision laying down that a presidential candidate is to be approved first by the Regional Command, and only following such an approval is the People's Assembly free to approve his candidacy and to submit it to a public referendum.(25) The top party position is that of secretary-general, currently held by Asad himself.

It should be added that, in theory, the Syrian Ba'th party is only part of a wider body, the all-Arab Ba'th. The individual parties in the various Arab countries, including the Syrian party, are supposedly subordinate to the so-called National Command (al-Qiyada al-Qawmiyya). In at least one case, in Iraq in 1963, the National Command actually demonstrated its superiority. Led by two of the party's founding fathers, Michel 'Aflaq and Salah ad-Din Baytar, it intervened in Baghdad and laid down for the Iraqi Regional Command the steps it should take in the domestic crisis that had erupted there. It then turned out that the line prescribed from Damascus in the name of the National Command was disastrous and caused the Iraqi party to lose power for some five years. (26)

Today, the distinction between the "regional" (countrywide) and the "national" (all-Arab) level has become meaningless. From among the Ba'th parties in various Arab countries, only two have remained important--the Syrian and the Iraqi--but each denies the legitimacy of the other in terms of party politics and party ideology, and they are not on speaking terms.

Their rift spilled over into the smaller Ba'th parties elsewhere. In Lebanon, for instance, there used to be a pro-Syrian and, separately, a pro-Iraqi Ba'th. The latter was eliminated after the entry of Syrian troops into Lebanon. Whatever remains of the Jordanian and the Palestinian Ba'th parties is now dominated from Syria, just like the surviving Lebanese party. Syria thus also dominates the "national" party institutions, almost defunct though they may be. They are, however, still important enough--both as a lesson from the past and a possible hope for the future--for Asad to have placed himself at the top of the "national" hierarchy, together with his post as "regional" secretary-general of the Syrian party.

The formal government apparatus, though theoretically working in parallel with the party, is actually controlled by it. Control is maintained by filling almost all key posts with party members. The 250 members of the People's Assembly are elected by constituency elections once every four years. The parties making up the National Progressive Front-led, as has been seen, by the Ba'th-fill about 60 percent of the seats. The rest are independents. The constitution gives the Assembly the prerogative of naming a presidential candidate, but his name must first be approved and recommended to it by the Regional Command. The Assembly further enacts laws, approves the budget, pronounces on development plans, and ratifies international agreements. It is entitled to review government policies and
to criticize them, as it deems necessary. As already mentioned, the regime has been endeavoring over the last few years to broaden the social composition of the Assembly by the inclusion of the Sunni business elite, especially that of Damascus—a group with whom it is trying to mend fences. (27)

The executive power includes the president and the cabinet. The constitution describes the latter as the highest executive and administrative authority in the country. The president appoints the prime minister and the other members of the cabinet and they answer to him, but they are obliged to report to the Assembly on their activities. As has been seen, the various communities are represented in the cabinet roughly according to their percentage strength in the population. It is worth stressing this point: In the 1960s, 'Alawis and people from the peripheral areas of Syria (also for the most part members of minorities) were overrepresented. Only after Asad's advent to power was the disproportion corrected.

Other parties allowed to operate in Syria include several varieties of communists and of Nasserists. They are no more than the mere remnants of earlier political groupings that have their roots in the politics of the 1950s and the 1960s. All are joined together in the National Progressive Front established in 1972 and headed by Asad. Alongside them, so-called popular organizations act as quasi-parties. They include professional unions, workers' organizations, the farmers' association, women's organizations, and others.

As against all these bodies, the informal apparatus centers mainly on the army and the security forces. Their influence cannot be overstated; it derives most of all from the basic fact that they hold the ruling coalition together. Among its prominent members are 'Ali Duba, head of the military security branch (Shu'bat al-Mukhabarat al-'Askariyya the army's internal security service); Ibrahim Huwayji, head of air force security directorate (Idarat al-Mukhabarat al-Jawiyya); Bashir Najjar, head of the general security directorate (Idarat al-Amn al-'Amm); and 'Adnan Badr Hasan, head of the political security directorate (Idarat al-Amn al-Siyasi). To their ranks must be added a number of senior officers: corps commanders and the generals commanding the armored divisions deployed near Damascus. Among them are Shafiq Fayyad, commander of the third corps; Ibrahim Safi, commander of the second corps; 'Ali Hasan, commander of the Republican Guard unit; 'Ali Habib, commander of the "Special Forces" (commando units); and a few others. Together, they are responsible for the state's stability and, in large measure, are holding the key to its future. (28)

Yet in the day-to-day life of society and in the functioning of the economy, the influence of this group of largely 'Alawi officers is felt much less than foreigners often assume. With the measure of stability already achieved, the regime's dependence on them is receding. Besides, they themselves view their environment almost entirely from the military and security angle and hold no strong opinions on social or economic issues.

It falls to the Ba'th party to try to mitigate the inherent contradiction between the formal and the informal government elites. It does so mainly by providing the ideological "envelope" for both. The party lays down the "correct" political, social, and economic lines binding on all who have a share in power formal or informal. Moreover, the party furnishes the interface where both elites meet and interact, the arena where they both gather, and the bodies in which both are represented. The party has its cells in the armed forces and the security services and, just like other branches, these cells elect their representatives to the higher party bodies. The central committee, for instance, has ninety members, including
party functionaries of various types and ranks and individuals drawn from the higher ranks of the administrative bureaucracy, the armed forces, and the security services; nine members are senior 'Alawi officers and several are senior Sunni commanders. (29) Such a composition is meant to give palpable expression to the superiority of the party over all other power elites, certainly over the army officers. (The regime never fails to speak of Syria's "ideological army,"-a term meant to convey that the armed forces act on behalf of the party and are the executers of its line.) It is in these party bodies that a dialogue between the formal and the informal power-holders can be conducted and frictions can be resolved.

Yet, that the party apparatus has not always been able to assert its superiority over the military or to act as an effective moderator between the civilian elite and the senior officers. In 1969-70 for instance, both the party cadres and the institutions of the state sided, almost in their entirety, with Salah Jadid in his confrontation with Asad, who was then minister of defense and commander of the air force and was on his way to the top with the backing of the armed forces and the security services. Their support enabled him to complete his take-over in November 1970. Jadid's supporters were promptly purged from party bodies and the state service and replaced by men loyal to Asad. (30)

A similar example is provided by the power struggle, in 1983 and 1984, between Asad and his brother Rif'at. For all intents and purposes, it was carried out within the ranks of the senior officers, who totally ignored the institutions of the party and the state. At the time, Asad was in bad health and the question arose of how to run affairs until his recovery. Asad's attempt to turn to the party and state bodies-by appointing a six-man interim body drawn from their ranks to exercise the president's functions temporarily-was countered by organized resistance on the part of the senior 'Alawi officers. They rallied around Rif'at Asad in an attempt to foil a move that they interpreted as intended to diminish their status or even to end 'Alawi dominance altogether.

As soon as Asad recovered, he confronted his brother and most of the officers who had backed Rif'at abandoned him and reaffirmed their loyalty to the president. But what is of concern here is not so much the eventual outcome but the fact that the confrontation was conducted within the higher ranks of the armed forces and security services, without reference to the party hierarchy or the "formal" state elite. It was only after the struggle had been decided in favor of Asad, and after Rif'at had in effect been removed from all positions of influence, that the outcome was formalized: a party congress, convened in January 1985, elected new higher party bodies in which Rif'at's supporters were no longer included. (31)

Against the background of the structure previously described, Asad's personal role stands out all the more strongly: He heads the groups of both the formal and the informal power-holders and acts as the real strongman of both. As president, he heads the formal state apparatus; as secretary-general of both the Regional and National Commands, he leads the party hierarchy. Under the constitution, the president is also commander-in-chief of the armed forces, giving him full control over the informal elite of the officers. But it is not the constitution that gives him his status: It is his authority as a strong, skillful, and effectual leader.

*This article is from Chapter 2, Eyal Zisser, Decision Making in Assad's Syria (Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 1998). Reprinted with permission of the author and publisher. Dr. Eyal Zisser is a research fellow at the Moshe Dayan Center.
for Middle Eastern and African Studies at Tel Aviv University and an assistant professor at the university. In 1995-96, he was a visiting assistant professor at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, and a visiting research fellow at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy the following summer.
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